The methods used to model the dynamics of spot and futures markets ignore the effect of changes in the cost of carry (COC) on the dynamics of the basis and its rate of convergence. This is of importance given the historically low short term interest rates currently experienced in many countries. This paper proposes bivariate models that allow for long memory in volatility, basis convergence and structural change. The first model captures regime switches via a latent markov process. The second allows for smooth structural change in volatility via intercepts that have flexible fourier forms. The proposed models are supported by an application to the S&P500. In and out of sample forecasts of the covariance matrix and in sample hedge ratio estimation, support the proposed models over a large number of alternatives. Out of sample hedging performance is comparable to existing methods.
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The last few decades have produced a voluminous literature that examines the dynamics of futures markets and their underlying assets. These dynamics are important for a number of applications including arbitrage pricing theory (Brennan and Schwartz, 1990; Fung and Draper, 1999) , price discovery and volatility transmission (Koutmos and Tucker, 1996; Tse, 1999 , Bhar, 2001 ) and hedge ratio estimation (Kroner and Sultan, 1993; Park and Switzer, 1995) . Conventional approaches model the dynamics of spot and futures markets with a model from the error correction GARCH family of processes. Chen et al (1999) and Dark (2007) are critical of this approach given that it treats the futures and spot as any two assets, ignoring basis convergence over the life of the contract.
1 They therefore model the spot and the basis, where its convergence is explicitly incorporated into the dynamics.
This paper extends their approach by proposing models of the spot and basis that allow for long memory in volatility, basis convergence and structural change. The first model captures regime switches via a latent markov process. The model extends the bivariate regime switching GARCH process (Lee and Yoder, 2007) to allow for maturity effects and long memory via fractionally integrated volatility models. This is the first attempt to allow for regime switches in a long memory volatility process in this way. The second model allows for smooth structural change in volatility via an intercept term that has a flexible fourier form.
The model represents a bivariate version (with maturity effects) of the Adaptive FIGARCH model of Baillie and Morana (2009) .
Models that allow for structural change are required, given that changes in the cost of carry (COC) will affect the magnitude of the basis and produce potentially different dynamics and rates of convergence. This is likely to be important in the current environment, where expansionary monetary policies (designed to combat the effects of the GFC) have produced record low short term interest rates in many countries. Further, decreases in the absolute 1 Lien and Yang (2008) are also critical of the standard approach and develop an error correction GARCH 3 value of the basis are associated with lower volatility in the spot and futures 2 and higher levels of spot futures correlation (Lee, 1994; Ng and Pirrong, 1994; Lien and Yang, 2008) .
Decreases in the absolute value of the COC will therefore result in higher and potentially less volatile minimum variance hedge ratios (MVHRs).
Recent literature jointly models spot futures dynamics via regime switching models of the spot and futures (Alizadeth and Nomikos, 2004; Lee and Yoder, 2007) or long memory models of the spot and basis (Dark, 2007) . 3 These approaches however fail to allow for long memory in volatility and structural change/switches between states. This is despite the presence of both features in financial market data (Baillie and Morana, 2009; Kilic, 2009 ). In the presence of regime switches, a slight misclassification (from failure to forecast the regime or estimation error) may mean that forecasts from a regime switching model will have a higher mean square error than forecasts from a random walk (Dacco and Satchell, 1999) . This highlights the risks of using these models, but also the importance of developing regime switching models that more adequately capture the underlying dynamics.
Application of the proposed models to the S&P500 demonstrates that the basis switches between high and low volatility states associated with high and low absolute values of the COC. In and out of sample forecasts support the proposed models over an out of sample period that includes the global financial crisis (GFC). Relative to conventional hedging approaches, the proposed models provide superior risk reduction in sample, however their out of sample performance is comparable.
model that includes the lagged basis in the spot futures correlation and spot and futures volatilities. Their approach however fails to impose basis convergence. 2 Given that a decrease in short term interest rates may decrease the absolute value of the basis, this is consistent with the positive relation between equity market variance and short term interest rates (Campbell, 1987; Glosten et al 1993) . 3 Alizadeth and Nomikos (2004) and Lee and Yoder (2007) allow for high and low volatility states in the spot and futures. Dark (2007) employs a long memory model of the spot and basis that allows for basis convergence. Whilst decreases in the absolute value of the basis are associated with lower volatility in the spot and futures, the relationship is not strong (Ng and Pirrong, 1994) . Therefore a regime switching model between the spot and the futures may not identify high and low volatility states that coincide with high and low COC states.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 1 presents the data and illustrates the need to allow for long memory in volatility and regime switches. Section 2 presents the proposed models. Section 3 applies the models to the S&P500 and Section 4 concludes.
DATA
Model estimation is performed using daily S&P500 spot (close) and futures (settle) prices from July 1, 1982 to February 28, 2012 . The in sample period ends December 29, 2006 , so the out of sample period is dominated by the global financial crisis. A second data set employs the same assets recorded at a 5 minute frequency from July 1, 1996 to February 28, 2012 . This is used to construct realized volatility/covariance proxies when examining forecast performance. The construction of these proxies will be discussed further below. All data is obtained from Thomson Reuters Tick History. To avoid expiration effects, futures prices are linked by rolling over on the first day of the contract expiration month. (Fig 1A) , the normalized basis tt BC (Fig 1B) , its change 1 tt 5 the subsequent convergence to zero (subject to transaction costs) over the life of the contract.
The high and low volatility states for the spot and basis appear to occur over similar (though not identical) periods. The high (low) volatility states for the basis also coincide with high (low) absolute values for the COC differential. Importantly by modeling the futures, rather than the basis, conventional methods ignore the deterministic nature of basis convergence.
The out of sample period (not shown) experienced a significant reduction in short term interest rates (due to the aggressive monetary policy of the Fed in response to the GFC).
This resulted in a rise in the absolute value of the COC differential and coincided with a significant increase in basis volatility. The ability of the proposed models to capture these shifts over the GFC and the implications for hedging will be examined in Section 3. Robinson (1994) . The results are consistent with the literature that supports long memory in financial market volatility, with stronger evidence using absolute (rather than squared) returns (Baillie, 1996; Andersen and Bollerslev, 1997b; Elder and Jin, 2007) . Table 1) An alternative view however argues that if occasional breaks are ignored, a short memory process may be confused with a long memory process (Diebold and Inoue, 2001; Granger and Hyung, 2004, Mikosch and Starica, 2004) . This tension has spawned a literature that supports occasional breaks and long memory in volatility. Lobato and Savin (1998) 5 Granger (1980) demonstrated that the cross-sectional aggregation of a small number of N dependent AR processes will result in the aggregate series following an ARMA(N,N-1) process. If the AR coefficients have a beta distribution, then in the limit the aggregate process is I(d). Ding and Granger (1996) extend this to the second moment and Lippi and Zaffaroni (2004) relax the beta distribution assumption. Long memory in volatility may arise from the aggregation of multiple volatility components caused by heterogeneous information flows (Andersen and Bollerslev, 1997a) or heterogeneous traders (Muller et al, 1997) . Long memory in stock indices may be due to the aggregation of individual stocks which are only weakly dependent (Lobato and Savin, 1998) , it may also arise from markov processes (Chen et al, 2010) or a heavy tailed regime 6 removed the effects of structural breaks by testing for long memory on sub-samples of daily data. Andersen and Bollerslev (1997b) tested for long memory in short spans of high frequency data. Granger and Hyung (2004) and Beltratti and Morana (2006) removed the effects of breaks and tested for long memory on the break free series. Morana and Beltratti (2004) , Baillie and Morana (2009), Martens et al (2009) , Haldrup and Nielsen (2006) and Kilic (2009) estimated models that jointly capture structural breaks and long memory.
(Insert
Given structural change and long memory in S&P500 volatility (Baillie and Morana, 2009 ), a bivariate model (that includes the basis) requires both features. The previous research has not specified regime switching FIGARCH models, and existing models that capture breaks and long memory have been univariate. Bivariate long memory volatility models that allow for structural breaks and maturity effects are the subject of the next section.
MODELS

Regime switching models
To define the models let 1 t   be the information set at time t-1 and let   1, 2 t s  denote the unobserved state variable at time t, which follows a first order two state markov process.
Regime switching models with conditionally heteroscedastic FIGARCH (Baillie et al, 1996) and FIAPARCH (Tse, 1998) 
switching stochastic volatility process (Liu, 2000) . The inability of Lo's and the KPSS test to identify long memory in the S&P500 futures squared returns is due to the tests low power (Giriatis et al, 2003) . 
Recombining overcomes the path dependency problem (Gray, 1996; Lee and Yoder, 2007)  
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, 1, , , 
where P and Q represent constant state transition probabilities
where  is the normal cumulative density function. 7 To begin the recursion for the regime probability 6 Other models that could be implemented include FIEGARCH (Bollerslev and Mikkelsen, 1996) and HYGARCH (Davidson, 2004) . 7 Given that constant transition probabilities may be too restrictive (Gray 1996; Perez-Quinos and Timmerman, 2000) , time varying transition probabilities could allow the transition probabilities to evolve according to 
A truncation lag of 1000 observations is employed and non-negativity imposed via Bollerslev and Mikkelsen (1996) conditions. The likelihood function is equal to
where   
Bivariate student t innovations are also implemented where The asymptotic theory for long memory volatility models and their mixing properties remains elusive. Via monte-carlo simulation, Baillie et al (1996) consider finite sample properties of MLE for the univariate FIGARCH process and show that it provides reasonable estimates. Appendix A considers the finite sample properties of MLE for the proposed models. The results suggest that for sample sizes in excess of 3000 observations, MLE provides reasonable parameter estimates that appear root n consistent.
For comparative purposes a number of alternative models are estimated. Regime switching GARCH(1,1) and GJR(1,1) models are estimated using the specifications of Gray (1996) and Klaasen (2002 
In contrast, Klaasen integrates out past regimes taking into account the current regime In total 24 models of the spot basis dynamics are estimated. The next section will examine the fit of the proposed models and evaluate their forecasting performance.
RESULTS
Model results
Two important model features require discussion. First, the RS constant volatility models are the only RS models with switches in the spot and basis. (These models are the unrestricted constant volatility models in Tables 3 to 7 below) . The RS models with conditionally heteroscedastic variances were on occasion sensitive to starting values, exhibiting multiple local maxima and/or convergence of parameter estimates on a boundary. The remaining RS models therefore only allow for regime switching in the basis and do not suffer from these issues. This was not the situation for the adaptive models which exhibit structural change in the spot and basis. Second, volatility asymmetries are present in the spot but not the basis.
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All GJR (FIAPARCH) processes model the basis dynamics via GARCH (FIGARCH).
10 These findings are consistent with expectations given that equity market asymmetries are well documented. The definition of the basis is arbitrary (F t -S t or S t -F t ) and therefore asymmetries may be due to shocks of either sign. As a result, on estimating the GJR models, different specifications were tried where the indicator variables switched on when the shock was either negative or positive. Long memory is present in the spot and basis volatilities. Estimates of the fractional differencing parameters (d) are statistically significant for all long memory models (No RS, RS and adaptive). The estimates are also reasonable in light of the spectral density estimates in Table 1 . RS GARCH and GJR models indicate that even after allowing for structural breaks, the conditional variances exhibit IGARCH or near IGARCH behavior. This supports the view that basis volatility dynamics exhibit long memory and structural breaks (Baillie et al, 1996) . The findings of long memory in basis volatility in Table 1 are therefore not due to unaccounted for structural breaks.
(Insert Table 2 )
Regime switching models cannot employ standard testing procedures (like the likelihood ratio), to test whether a one state model cannot be rejected. This is because Adaptive models are able to test for the presence of structural change in the volatility dynamics via standard procedures. Likelihood ratio tests strongly reject the restriction that the structural change parameters are jointly zero (p values 0.000). This is also supported by Schwarz information criterion which support adaptive models over their No RS counterparts.
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The RS and adaptive models therefore strongly suggest that long memory and regime switches are important features of the data.
The difference between basis dynamics in state 1 (the high volatility state) and state 2 (the low volatility state) also support regime switching. The maturity effect parameter 1  , is positive and significant for all 24 models and supports convergence in the conditional mean over the life of the contract. The regime switching models show faster rates of convergence in the high volatility states ( where the filter probabilities are obtained via the algorithm in Kim (1993) . The probability plots are quite plausible and track the absolute COC differentials and volatility in the normalized change in the basis (reproduced in Fig 3A for comparative purposes). Figure 3C plots the evolution of the term implied by the flexible fourier coefficients. The adaptive models suggest very similar, though much smoother, structural change.
(Insert Figure 3) Finally, diagnostic tests indicate that these models must be viewed with some caution.
Ljung Box diagnostics identify some remaining dynamics in the squared standardized residuals for the spot. The GJR and FIAPARCH models for the spot improve the joint test for 14 asymmetries of Engle and Ng (1993) , yet some weak asymmetric effects remain. Jarque-Bera tests indicate that estimates are consistent but not efficient. The joint test of Nyblom (1989) rejects the null of parameter stability. Individual parameter stability tests indicate that the correlation parameter is unstable, particularly in the adaptive models. This is less problematic for the RS models, however there is some evidence of instability in the low volatility state.
(Augmenting the adaptive models to allow for time varying correlations via the specification of Tse and Tsui (2002) is an area for further research).
Forecasting performance
To guard against the possibility of over-fitting the data, this section compares the in and out of sample forecasting performance of the models. One step ahead forecasts conditional on the information set are considered for three reasons. First, regime switching models have difficulty identifying regime switches many periods ahead and should only be used for short term forecasting. Second, whilst long memory models are useful for long term forecasting, they may still outperform short memory models over 1 day horizons (Crato and Ray, 1996; Degiannakis, 2004; Grau, 2002) . Third, multi-period MVHRs which require conditional forecasts over the life of the hedge perform no better than the strategy in Section 3.3 which only requires one step ahead forecasts (Dark, 2007 (Dark, , 2011 
where vech is the vector half operator that stacks the lower triangular portion of a matrix into a vector and "1" is a 31  vector of unit elements. These direct measures are consistent,
i.e they provide a correct ranking of models in the presence of an unobservable covariance matrix (Laurent et al, 2009 
As the contract approaches maturity ( 0 t m  ), the MVHR converges to unity which is optimal given that a hedge held to maturity has no basis risk (Chen et al, 1999 and Dark, 2007) . For both strategies the forecast and actual portfolio variances are
The only difference between the forecast and actual portfolio variances is the covariance matrix (actual or forecast). The hedge ratio is the same for both portfolio variances and is based on ˆt H . 12 MSE and QLIKE loss functions are calculated via
Both loss functions are scale invariant and robust to noise in the volatility proxy and will therefore lead to correct rankings of alternative models (Patton, 2011).
The Model Confidence Set
To assess the relative forecasting performance of all 24 models, the model confidence set Construction of the realized measures needs to acknowledge the non-synchronous relationship between the S&P500 index and its futures (due to the futures leading the index).
It also needs to be mindful that the S&P500 futures contract has 24 hour trading (whilst the S&P500 index does not) and there is a difference in time zones of 1 hour. Five minute prices from 9.30am to 4pm on the index are matched to the corresponding five minute prices on the futures from 8.30am to 3pm. This results in 81 five minute intraday returns plus the overnight return. The realized volatility for the index is calculated via
is the proxy for the overnight volatility calculated from the previous day's price at 4pm to the current day's opening price at 9.30am. To allow for nonsynchronicity, a similar measure is constructed using 30 minute returns for the basis volatility and covariance 13 A bootstrap is required because the asymptotic distributions of the test statistics under the null depend on
which are nuisance parameters. Given serial correlation a block bootstrap is employed.
10,000 replications are employed. 
Results
Tables 3 (Insert Tables 3 to 6) In sample results using daily volatility proxies in In sample results using the realized volatility proxies are presented in Table 5 .
Excluding the QLIKE loss functions (which have high power), there are far fewer models in the MCS. This is consistent with less noise in the volatility proxy. In summary, the results support the proposed models and suggest they do not suffer from over-fitting. Structural change and long memory in volatility are therefore important data features. Volatility asymmetries are also present in the index but not the basis.
Hedging Outcomes
The previous section sought to identify the model(s) that provided the best forecast of the spot basis covariance matrix. This section seeks to identify the model(s) that can be used to best reduce risk when using the S&P500 futures for hedging purposes.
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In addition to the 24 models above, an additional 10 conventional approaches to hedge ratio estimation are considered. 
where  is the target return, R is the hedged portfolio return,  is the order of the LPM (a measure of risk aversion) and   dF R is the cumulative density of the hedged portfolio.
18 Table 7 23 many models in the MCS. The MCS has low power for this risk measure given that many of the losses are zero (when the portfolio return is positive).
Out of sample results generally do not support the constant volatility models or the OLS hedge ratio. The naïve approach however performs as well as any of the other dynamic approaches. Further research will investigate whether this poor out of sample result is being driven by observations over the GFC.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed models of the spot and basis that allow for long memory and asymmetries in volatility, basis convergence, and structural change. Structural change was modeled via regime switching or the adaptive approach of Baillie and Morana (2009) , where the intercept term in the volatility equation evolved via a flexible fourier series.
An application to the S&P500 supported the proposed models and demonstrated that long memory and structural change are important features of the data. The basis exhibits switches between high and low volatility states that are associated with high and low absolute values of the cost of carry. In and out of sample forecasts supported the proposed models and demonstrated their ability to capture shifts in dynamics over an out of sample period that included the global financial crisis (GFC). The models were also shown to outperform a large number of alternatives when forecasting minimum variance hedge ratios in sample. Their out of sample performance however was comparable to existing methods. This suggests that even if a model provides improved forecasts of the covariance matrix, the effects on the MVHR may wash out given that the MVHR is a combination of forecasts.
The proposed models throw doubt over the standard approaches to modeling spot futures dynamics and the estimation of MVHRs. By modeling the spot and futures directly, 18 The LPM is not aligned with the objective of variance reduction which underpins the MVHR. The paper follows Cotter and Hanly (2006) Table 5 In sample 1 day ahead forecasts: MCS and p values, realized volatility proxy Table 6 Out of sample 1 day ahead forecasts: MCS and p values, realized volatility proxy 
APPENDIX A: Finite sample properties of MLE for RS-FIGARCH/FIAPARCH
This section examines the finite sample properties of ML estimates of the RS-FIGARCH (Baillie et al, 1996) and RS-FIAPARCH (Tse, 1998) processes. 19 The FIGARCH(1,d,1) model is specified as follows Three experiments consider sample sizes of 3000 and 5000 observations.
Samples of this size are realistic given that this type of model is suited to daily data. 
